How we keep the pleasure in your boating.

Comparing the boats from one builder to the next is a difficult task. Fact is, some of the more important differences between boats may not even be visible.

For the sake of high production, some builders will cut corners in the manufacturing process to save time and lower their costs. Others may use materials and components that are purchased strictly because of their low price. And in some cases, the materials are unsuitable for marine applications.

The question is, is this the way to build a boat that will stand up through the years and provide trouble-free pleasure for its owner? We think not!

That's why at Carver we give particular attention to the materials, components and the manufacturing methods that go into building our boats. This is not an idle claim, but one that is supported by facts.

For example, unlike some boatbuilders who use exterior-grade plywood below the cabin floor (the same grade that is sold at your local lumber yard), Carver uses only special high-strength marine-grade plywood. This material uses high-quality veneer and is bonded with special exterior glue that can stand up to rigorous marine applications.

Gelcoat blistering in a boat's hull is an expensive repair. So how can you control it? On all 1993 Carvers we assume the extra cost of applying a vinylester barrier coat during hull lay-up to the underwater portion of the hull. This is applied between the gelcoat and the first layer of fiberglass. Simply put, Carver's vinylester barrier has been proven to combat blistering. A comforting thought for Carver owners. In addition, only BO-NPG gelcoat is used. It's proven to have better color retention and minimizes the effects of weather.

For smooth and dependable service, Carver uses tapered propeller shafts and couplings in all inboard-equipped cruisers. This ensures precise alignment and balance and reduces wear on drive-train components. In addition, only Aquamet™ propeller shafts are used in Carver's inboard cruisers, which provide superior strength and corrosion resistance.

Still another important consideration when choosing your boat is its propulsion system. Carver is different than many boatbuilders in that we're not aligned with any individual engine manufacturer. This means that you can select the size and brand of engine that best meets your needs. In some cases, Carver offers six different engine packages. Other companies may offer only two.

Finally, a good way to judge the integrity of a boat is whether or not it's certified. All Carvers meet or exceed the standards established by the National Marine Mfgs. Assoc. (NMMA). So you can be sure that we're doing everything we can to keep the pleasure in your boating.
Carver Aft Cabin Motor Yachts. Their reputation for comfort and luxury is legendary.

The Carver Aft Cabin Motor Yacht has become synonymous with comfort. And for good reason! No other boat in its class offers the same level of roominess or liveability as the Carver Aft Cabin. That's why so many people who are serious about cruising or entertaining have made it the boat of their choice.

Carver Aft Cabins are ideal for extended cruising, or living aboard for extended periods of time. Compared to other boats, they offer larger sleeping capacities and balanced accommodations for larger families or greater numbers of friends. They offer the convenience of head compartments with stall showers for the utmost in privacy and comfort. And their beautiful and spacious salons offer comfortable seating and texture large windows that let in natural light and enhance visibility.

Outdoors, Carver Aft Cabins really excel at showing everyone a good time. Their fly bridges offer plenty of comfortable seating. And for lounging or entertaining, their aft decks provide protection from excessive sun or bad weather. Aft cabins have definitely grown in popularity. So why should you consider a Carver? Because we have more models than any other builder, from 44 to 30 feet in length.

When you want to get together outdoors, the 440 Aft Cabin Motor Yacht's roomy aft deck with full enclosure provides protection from the sun and bad weather. There's plenty of room for deck chairs and tables. And when you add the available wet bar, refrigerator and icemaker, you'll never have to go below for refreshments. (Right) The salon's saloon offers plenty of comfortable seating, an optional lower helm with full instrumentation and large windows with excellent visibility.

Roofy bridge provides comfortable seating for seven, command console with full instrumentation and pedestal slides/swivel pilot seat.

Spacious aft stateroom offers island queen-size berth, lighted vanity, lots hanging and drawer storage and private head compartment with stall shower.

Forward stateroom includes a large double berth, plenty of hanging and drawer storage and a hinged deck hatch with screen.

The large dinette converts to a double berth and is conveniently adjacent to the galley.

Forward head compartment provides a full shower, stainless-steel sink and convenient storage for toiletries.

Galley offers plenty of counter space, twin stainless-steel sinks, double-door refrigerator/ freezer and microwave oven.
COCKPIT MOTOR YACHT

430/390

AFT CABIN MOTOR YACHT

At sea or dockside, the 430 Cockpit Motor Yacht knows how to keep the 'pleasure' in boating. Whether it's fishing, swimming or water sports, the 430's large cockpit and swim platform make it that much more enjoyable. There's also comfortable bridge seating, a foredeck sun lounge and a roomy aft deck that's perfect for entertaining.

Private head compartment with stall shower adds to the luxury of the aft stateroom. A mirrored vanity with storage and starboard side mirror adds a nice touch to the environment.

Roomy aft stateroom offers queen-size berth and convenient direct access to the cockpit.

390 Aft Cabin Motor Yacht provides the luxury of two private state rooms with home-like comfort and privacy. There's also two head compartments with stall showers. The aft deck with enclosed is perfect for entertaining and includes an available wet bar with storage, refrigerator and icemaker.

Heim console provides full VDO instrumentation and plenty of space for additional electronic gear. A slide/swivel pedestal seat provides comfort for the helmman.

Dinette is adjacent to the galley and converts to a double berth for extra sleeping capacity.

Roomy salon features large windows for enhanced visibility, plenty of comfortable seating and color-coordinated carpeting, draperies and upholstery.

Galley offers plenty of counter space, three-burner electric stove and double-door refrigerator/freezer. Parquet floor adds a rich look to the environment.
The 390 Cockpit Motor Yacht's large cockpit area is perfect for entertaining, water sports or fishing. This beautiful motor yacht features the same interior layout and amenities as the 350 Aft Cabin. It will be available in early 1996. Consult your dealer for details.

Forward stateroom features a comfortable double berth with filler cushions that easily converts to a V-berth. There's also hanging and drawer storage to make living aboard comfortable for guests and family.

Large, wrap-around windows provide a bright and cheerful salon, and enhanced visibility. There's plenty of comfortable seating. The hand-rubbed teak accents and bulkheads softly enhance the interior color-coordinated carpeting, draperies and upholstery.

Aft stateroom provides the comfort and privacy everyone desires, including a double berth, private head compartment with stall shower and plenty of hanging and drawer storage.

Both the forward and aft head compartments feature stall showers, mirrored vanities, stainless-steel sinks and storage.

The 350 Aft Cabin Motor Yacht is one of Conair's most popular aft cabins. It offers plenty of live-aboard conveniences, including the luxury of two private staterooms and two head compartments with showers.

A lower helm station with full instrumentation is available. Teak-accented cabinetry includes convenient glass and bottle storage.

Fully equipped galley includes a three-burner electric stove with oven, double-door refrigerator/freezer, available microwave, oven and sink, teak parquet flooring.

Aft cabin provides large entertainment center, a television and ample storage.
Two private staterooms each with their own head compartment and stall shower, make living aboard the 370 for extended periods with family and friends an easy proposition. The fly bridge features an unobstructed view, fully equipped helm console, and comfortable seating for six.

People can hardly believe how much room the 300 offers. With an 11' 10" beam, the 300 provides enhanced cruising stability and a spacious cabin. There's also a large dinette with plenty of seating that converts to a double berth. With its comfortable bridge and aft deck, the boat can show you and your family a lot of enjoyment.

The 300's wide beam provides a spacious salon with comfortable L-shaped seating. Plenty of large forward windows make the cabin bright and cheery and enhance visibility. A lower helm station with full instrumentation is available.

Aft stateroom provides both a double and single berth, a convenient vanity with sink and hinging and drawer storage. There's also a opening hatch and windows for natural light and cross ventilation.

Aft stateroom features large double berth, private head compartment with stall shower and plenty of drawer and hanging storage.

Bright, cheerful salon includes large windows for enhanced visibility, comfortable L-shaped seating and optional lower helm station with full instrumentation.

Fully equipped galley is only an arm's length away from the dinette and features a stainless-steel sink and space for a built-in microwave oven.
New Carver Voyagers. They'll take you the distance in real pilot house comfort.

If your plans include extended cruising, then you should seriously consider one of our all-new Carver Voyagers. New for '93, the Carver 350 and 370 Voyagers offer long-range cruising capabilities and clean, European-influenced styling.

With a standard fuel capacity of 280 U.S. gallons (1095.91 liters), Voyager gives you more range than most boats its size. When you add the optional auxiliary fuel tank, Voyagers fuel capacity increases to 340 U.S. gallons (1278.03 liters) - enough fuel to travel those extra miles. More importantly, when you reach your destination you won't be worn out. Because Voyager keeps you comfortable in a special kind of way. Its floor plan can include a raised pilot house configuration that provides an optional master helm station with full instrumentation and double-width seat. Seated at the controls, the helmsman is afforded excellent visibility, which includes convenient aft windows.

There are other noteworthy conveniences too. Like two roomy state rooms that provide the desired comfort and privacy for those longer trips. Extra sleeping accommodations include a convertible dinette and sofa, giving Voyager a total sleeping capacity of eight. Voyager's spacious fly bridge offers comfortable seating for six, a sun lounge and command console.

370 Voyager offers the same interior layout and luxurious amenities as the 350, but with a more traditional cockpit design.

Voyager's bridge is designed for cruising comfort and includes a command console with full VDO instrumentation, panels for additional electronics, comfortable seating for six and a sun lounge.

Raised Pilot House offers a complete operations center, including lower helm station with double-width seat, fully equipped galley and convertible dinette, with excellent visibility for pilot and guests. (Also available without lower helm station. Consult your dealer for configuration changes to the galley.)

Voyagers salon offers plenty of comfortable seating, including a sofa sleeper for extra sleeping room. There's also a convenient sliding door with screen that provides access to the cockpit, and large windows with mini blinds.

Guest stateroom offers double berth, hanging locker, and large storage under berth.

The master stateroom (forward) features an oversize berth, his and hers hanging lockers and ample drawer storage. There's also accent lighting and color-coordinated drapes, carpeting and cushions.
Carver Sedans. A wider beam means roomier cabins and enhanced stability.

Carver Sedan Cruisers are designed and built for boaters who enjoy a wide variety of boating activities. These traditionally styled and versatile cruisers are great for fishing, water sports, day cruising, or extended cruising. Or, if the mood strikes, just lazing the day away. And our '93 breed of sedans are the best we've ever built.

With wider beams and built-in cruising conveniences, today's Carver Sedans offer the desired stability and comfort to turn every cruise into a memorable experience. Spacious cabins with large salon windows provide excellent visibility for the skipper who desires to pilot the vessel from the lower helm station.

For the sport fisherman or the water sport enthusiast, the Carver Sedans provide lots of potential. The Sedans' large cockpits offer plenty of room for all sorts of fishing equipment with enough space remaining to land a trophy. Chances are, you're looking for a comfortable boat that you can enjoy with your family and friends. The boat fits right into your plans.

The 300 Sedan is available in two floor plans: A 3/4' plan with lower helm station, and a 4/4 plan which offers the luxury of a larger head compartment with stall shower.

The 280 Sedan's wide 9'6" beam provides excellent cruising stability and comfort for a boat this size, as well as space for twin engine installation. The 280 features an enclosed head compartment, fully equipped galley, forward sleeping compartment with double berth, and available lower helm station.

The 280 Sedan features a roomy and comfortable cabin with a dinette that converts to a berth. An available lower helm station with full instrumentation lets you run in all kinds of weather. Large, wrap-around windows provide excellent visibility.

Lower helm station with full instrumentation is available with the 300 Sedan.

Fully equipped galley includes a two-burner stove, stainless steel sink, ice chest, plenty of counter space, baffle and glass storage.
A large cockpit and a comfortable and spacious cabin with excellent sleeping accommodations, make the 330 Sedan the perfect all-around boat for fishing or family cruising. Conveniences include two private staterooms, including a cozy mid-cabin with large berth and a head compartment with stall shower.

The spacious 330 cabin includes a comfortable dinette that converts to a berth, and a wet bar with bottle and glass storage as standard equipment. Large, wrap-around windows provide excellent visibility. A lower helm station is available.

The forward stateroom of the 330 Mariner features a comfortable large double berth and a convenient private access to the head compartment which includes a stall shower. There's also plenty of hanging and drawer storage.

Fully equipped galley is perfect for preparing meals and snacks. Conveniences include three-burner electric stove with oven, double-door refrigerator/freezer, stainless steel sink, plenty of storage and teak parquet flooring.

If you like to entertain outdoors, the Mariner will accommodate your wishes. Its large cockpit is perfect for deck chairs, water sports and fishing. There's also a fibreglass swim platform with ladder, a foredeck sun lounge and plenty of bridge seating.
Carver Santego.
Why give up comfort for sport-cruiser styling.
Get both!

The first time you come aboard a Carver Santego, you'll be impressed with how well this boat was designed for entertaining family and friends.

One of Santego's most noteworthy features is the open-concept styling of its cabin. The single-level floor plan enables Carver engineers to create an environment that appears roomier than its actual size.

People tell us that the Santego's cabins are great places to hold a party. There's plenty of comfortable seating and large party-size dinette/lounges that convert to berths for extra sleeping room.

There's also comfortable sleeping accommodations with private quarters that feature double berths, and head compartments with hot-water showers. The 380 Santego even includes a stall shower.

For preparing snacks or meals, Santego features fully equipped galleys with plenty of counter space and storage.

Santego's clean, exterior lines perfectly blend together its sport-cruiser styling with its fly bridge. The result is a boat that people like to admire. The fly bridges include their own innovative engineering. Both the 380 and 340 bridges feature a walk-thru access to the foredeck which is convenient during docking.

The 380 Santego features a spacious bridge with plenty of seating for family or friends, and an elevated helm station with full instrumentation. A unique walk-thru access from the bridge to the foredeck is convenient for docking. Integrated fiberglass swim platform includes storage and tender racks.

Spacious and open salon offers the convenience of a wet bar with bottle and glass storage. Two reshaped dinettes that convert to berths and color-coordinated carpeting, draperies and upholstery.

Forward stateroom includes a large island berth. There's also a private access to the head compartment and plenty of hanging storage.

Head compartment features a beautiful mirrored vanity with storage. The 380's stall shower will add to your cruising comfort.

Fiberglass swim platform with ladder, tender storage and built-in shower is ideal for all kinds of water sports.

Fully equipped galley with teak accents is perfect for preparing meals or snacks. Conveniences include three-burner electric stove with oven, double-door refrigerator/freezer, available built-in microwave and plenty of counter space.
The 340 SanteGO is a beautiful sport cruiser that blends sleek styling with a fly bridge. Its bridge features a command console with full instrumentation and a convenient walk-thru access to the foredeck for easy docking. Cruising conveniences include a cockpit with lounge and storage, private stateroom with double berth and plenty of hanging storage, and a fully equipped galley.

Spaceous, open interior with plenty of seating is the perfect environment for entertaining. Both the dinette and the settee convert to berths to bring the 340's sleeping capacity up to five.

Fiberglass twin platform with integrated storage and built-in tender racks adds to your cruising enjoyment, swimming and other water sports.

The 300 SanteGO's attractive, spacious interior includes a U-shaped settee that converts to a large berth for extra sleeping room. There's also a forward V-berth that brings the total sleeping accommodations to six.

Fully equipped galley includes a two-burner stove, ice chest, stainless-steel sink, plenty of counter and drawer storage, and large overhead cabinets.

With a fly bridge, twin foredeck sun lounges and comfortable cockpit seating, the 300 is ready to show everyone a good time.

Mid-cabin features a comfortable double berth and a convenient stand-up dressing area.
Carver Express Cruisers. They give you plenty of ways to enjoy the sun.

When it comes to enjoying your kind of boating, there isn’t any time to waste. That’s why a Carver Express Cruiser is a sensible choice for you.

The wide beam of the Express Cruiser creates a roomier, more comfortable interior and greater stability than narrow-beamed boats. Inside the cabin you’ll find the comfort and conveniences you desire to enjoy a day of cruising or a weekend of living aboard.

There’s plenty of sleeping accommodations to keep everyone comfortable, including mid-cabin that provide the desired privacy. In addition, all of the Express Cruiser models include comfortable dinette/lounges that convert to berths for extra sleeping capacity, and fully equipped galleys with large counter space and storage.

When it comes to enjoying the outdoors and your favorite water sports, Carver Express Cruisers are designed for you to get the most out of your sport and to get you out on the water as fast as you can start the engines. There’s comfortable open-air seating and built-in tables and convenient storage. Fiberglass swim platforms with ladders are standard equipment.

The cockpit of the 380 Express Cruiser is a great place to hold a family get-together. It features plenty of comfortable seating, and a swim platform with built-in storage and tender racks.

Head compartment offers a real shower, vanity with mirror, storage, and stainless steel sink.

Forward stateroom offers a large island berth and a convenient private access to the head compartment. Hanging and drawer storage is also included.

The roomy and comfortable salon features a dinette/lounge that converts to a berth. The dinette is conveniently adjacent to the galley.
The 300 Montego is full of fun and excitement. For your cruising pleasure, there’s a mid-ship stateroom with full-size berth and stand-up dressing area. Sunbathers will enjoy the twin foredeck lounges.

If you like to get on the water fast, the open-air express-cruiser styling of the 280 Express Cruiser is a good choice. A wide 9'6" beam affords the 280 a larger cabin and enhanced cruising stability and the ability of being equipped with your choice of single or twin engines. There are sleeping accommodations for six, including a forward V-berth and a mid-cabin with double berth.

Staying comfortable and keeping the fun in your boating is easy aboard the Montego. Cabin conveniences include a fully equipped galley with two-burner stove, ice chest, stainless-steel sink and drawer storage. The large wrap-around dinette/lounge converts to a double berth for extra sleeping capacity. Head compartment includes a hot-water shower, vanity with mirror, stainless-steel sink and storage.

Cockpit includes comfortable seating, table, ice chest and storage. Convenient transom door provides easy access for boarding and water sports.

The roomy and comfortable cabin features a dinette that converts to a berth for extra sleeping room and a fully-equipped galley with two-burner stove, ice chest and storage.
Our way of making everything right.

It's the finishing touches that people notice. Things like precisely fitted hatches. Hand-rubbed finishes. Smooth-sliding drawers. Comfortable furniture matched to the interior. And highly polished metal work. That's what you can expect to find aboard a new Carver.

To maintain the highest standards, Carver manufactures components in its own shops. By working with our own skilled people, we can control every step in the manufacturing process and we can be sure that components are built to match or exceed industry standards. And, more importantly, to our customer's satisfaction.

Carver's cabinetry work has earned an enviable reputation for quality in the industry. We have our own woodsmiths to thank for that distinction. Our Wood Shop specially builds all of the furniture that goes into new Carvers, using only marine-grade woods, glues and fasteners that have proven to be resistant to the harsh effects of the marine environment. Carver's own Upholstery Shop uses specially selected stain-resistant fabrics to complete the furniture.

Something you'd rather not concern yourself with is the wiring in your boat. To make sure that the wiring hardnesses are assembled correctly and manufactured using the highest quality components, Carver builds all of its own wiring harnesses. What's more, as an extra measure, special equipment is used to ensure that all connectors are firmly secured into place.

While some builders must subcontract the fabrication and welding of their bow and safety rails, Carver maintains a fully staffed Metal Shop to manufacture its high-strength stainless-steel rails. The welders in our shop are considered experts in their field. As an extra measure, all of the welds on Carver safety rails are sanded smooth to reduce the likelihood of crevice corrosion.

A lot of special attention must be given to properly fitting canvas. That's why Carver designs and makes its own canvas enclosures. We use Sunbrella™ fabric and 30 mil clear vinyl for attractive appearance and longer-lasting wear. Other builders use a lighter weight vinyl. What's more, Carver uses only stainless-steel tubes and hardware in its canvas top bow structures for added strength. Many other builders use aluminum and plastic.

Finally, while others may use outside consultants, Carver has its own in-house staff responsible for designing and building its tooling. This ensures product consistency and precise-fitting fiberglass components.

Throughout our shops you can see the extra care and the added steps that go into building today's Carvers. If you would like to see them first-hand, you're invited to visit our facilities and meet our people. Call 414/822-9000 Ext. 325 to arrange your visit.
For detailed information, call 414/822-9000 Ext. 325.
Or write Carver Boat Corporation, Industrial Drive,
Pulaski, Wisconsin 54162.
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